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Why Your RDBMS Fails at Scale 
 
New Relations Are Making Things Hard 
for the Relational Database  
It’s been nearly 40 years since the birth of the relational database, and while the RDBMS is still prevalent and useful, massive 
changes in the way we produce, store, and use data are quickly making the relational database obsolete.  

The government really pushed the boundaries of what a database could handle all those years ago. But in this era, it’s the 
Internet giants that have changed the game when it comes to quickly storing and retrieving massive amounts of data.  

Relational databases were designed for the client-server application architecture, where a central server supplies data to 
connected workstations – or clients – on the network. Examples of these applications include enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) apps, which enable companies to run their core business management processes. The data stored in ERP apps tends 
to be highly structured and fairly static, which makes it a good fit for a relational database system. The same goes for customer 
relationship management (CRM) applications, which allow companies to store and retrieve data on customers and prospects.  

But ERP and CRM apps are not the ones that are changing the world and giving relational databases problems.   

In this eBook, we’ll take a look at why the relational database, while still a great fit for many use cases, fails when it comes to 
handling distributed cloud applications. We’ll also examine why an ‘always-on’ data management platform like DataStax 
Enterprise is ideally suited to the task of handling today’s more powerful cloud apps.   
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The 5 Characteristics of Powerful Cloud Applications

1. Contextual 
To provide the best user experience possible, 
applications need to provide contextually 
relevant data. This can include things like a 
nearest location, a previous order at a 
restaurant, insight into customer buying 
patterns, recommendations for a movie to 
watch, and on and on – the possibilities are 
endless. 

2. Always On 
Companies used to schedule downtime to 
update applications. But nowadays, if an 
application isn’t available when a user wants it 
or if it is down completely, the company risks 
losing customers and even its entire brand 
and reputation.   

In this era of cloud applications, downtime 
simply is not an option. The data platform 
must be continuously available, and the 
applications must be continually updated, 
which means rolling updates to the data 
management layer with no planned downtime. 

3. Real Time 
Users expect a certain level of performance 
from the applications they use, and if they 
operate at delayed instead of real-time 
speeds, the effect on the user is similar to the 
application being unavailable. Patience gets 
lost. Frustration levels rise. And customers 
begin to look elsewhere.  

4. Distributed 
Applications today need to be distributed 
across many servers in multiple locations, 
maybe across different continents, allowing 
millions of users to access them from any 
geographic location and ensuring lightning-
fast response times. 

5. Scalable 
Today, user volumes can expand almost 
instantly. If a program goes viral, the 
company, which may have planned for a 
hundred thousand customers, suddenly finds 
it has over a million. While this may be an 
enviable position to be in, it can also be 
extremely dangerous to companies unable to 
scale their applications to support all the new 
users. In this scenario, the application and its 
accompanying data management layer must 
be able to scale instantly. 

And while we’re on the topic of scale, let’s 
look at it more closely.  
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RDBMS: Scale Up? Yes. Scale Out? Heck No. 
To understand why relational databases can scale up but not out, you need to understand their architectural limitations. Their 
master-slave design limits both their scalability and performance when it comes to today’s cloud applications. 

To scale up a master-slave architecture you need to buy bigger and bigger 
hardware servers, which is easy to do if you have the budget.  

But scaling up isn’t the same as scaling out, or horizontally, which is what’s 
required for real-time cloud applications. Because, as mentioned above, 
today’s cloud app users are widely distributed and expect incredibly fast 
performance from the application regardless of location, time of day, or how 
many other users are trying to access it at the same time.  

To scale out you need to shard, and that’s where things start to get messy. 

Sharding involves taking a large database and dividing it into smaller 
chunks across multiple hardware servers instead of a single large server. 

This leads to improved performance of the database and allows more and more data to be stored as the database gets divided 
into smaller and smaller pieces across more and more servers.  

However, sharding a relational database is highly onerous to manage both for growth as well as for recovery when faced with 
a catastrophe, because sharding greatly increases the complexity of the database system, and whenever complexity is 
increased, …the chances for failure increase, too. 

While sharding breaks data apart into smaller chunks, each shard still has a master-slave architecture and the inherent 
problems associated with it; now you just have more masters and more slaves to deal with.  

It’s also possible for shards to become uneven, where one shard becomes busier than others, which means you’ll need to 
further split the most popular shards into even smaller chunks, much of which must be done manually and can be hard and 
time consuming.  

And here’s where NoSQL databases come in so handy. 

  

Master

Slave 1 Slave 2 Slave 3
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NoSQL to the Rescue 
A NoSQL database is a non-relational and largely distributed database system that enables rapid, ad-hoc organization and 
analysis of extremely high-volume, disparate data types.  

NoSQL databases have become the first alternative to relational databases, with scalability, availability, and fault tolerance 
being key differentiators.  

NoSQL databases are able to do something known as “auto-sharding”, where they automatically spread and balance the data 
and query load across an any number of servers and use data replication to ensure that when one server goes down, another 
can quickly and easily step in with zero application disruption, and hence zero downtime.  

They can also handle: 

• Velocity – lots of data coming in very quickly, possibly from different locations. 
• Variety – storage of data that is structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. 
• Volume – data that involves many terabytes or petabytes in size. 
• Geo-complexity – data that is stored and managed in different locations or data centers. 

Unlike relational databases where it doesn’t really matter which one you pick, as an architect you have multiple types of NoSQL 
databases to choose from: 

• Key-Value: Designed for storing data in a schema-less way, a key-value database indexes all data with a key and a value, 
hence the name.  

• Graph: Based on graph theory, these databases are designed for data whose relations are best represented as a graph 
and have interconnected elements with an undetermined number of relations.  

• Column: These databases store data in columns rather than as rows (the way relational databases store data), which 
allows the database to more precisely access the data it needs to answer a query, which improves performance and 
availability.  

• Document: These databases are designed for storing, retrieving, and managing document-oriented information, also 
known as semi-structured data.  

The following table lays out some of the key attributes that should be considered when evaluating NoSQL databases. 

Datamodel Performance Scalability Flexibility Complexity Functionality 

Key-value Store High High High None Variable (None) 

Column Store High High Moderate Low Minimal 

Document Store High Variable (High) High Low Variable (Low) 

Graph Database Variable Variable High High Graph Theory 
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DSE and DSE Graph Compared to Leading Relational Databases 

 DataStax Enterprise Oracle Microsoft SQL Server 

Core architecture “Masterless”; peer-to-peer with all nodes 
being the same 

Traditional standalone master-
slave 

Traditional standalone master-
slave 

Availability 
Continuous availability with built-in 
redundancy and hardware rack awareness 
in both single and multiple data centers 

Dataguard (for failover) and Oracle 
RAC (single point of failure with 
storage) both of which are paid 
add-ons. GoldenGate also offered 
for certain use cases. 

SQL Server Replication – set of 
tools for for copying and 
distributing data and database 
objects from one database to 
another and then synchronizing 
between databases to maintain 
consistency 

Scalability Linear performance gains via node additions 
Scale up via addition of CPUs 
and RAM. Oracle: Oracle RAC 
or Exadata 

SQL Server partitioning 

Replication Peer-to-peer; number of copies configurable 
across cluster and each datacenter Multi-master replication model Multi-master replication model 

Multi-data center/ 
geography/ 
cloud capabilities 

Multi-directional, one-to-many data center 
support built in, with true read/write 
anywhere capability 

Nothing specific for multi-data 
center 

Nothing specific for multi-data 
center 

Data partitioning/sharding Automatic; done via primary key; random 
or ordered 

Table partitioning option for 
enterprise edition; manual server 
sharding 

SQL Server partitioning 

Data volume Terabyte (TB)-Petabyte (PB) capability PB capability with Exadata 
Database Machine;  

Partitioning for Microsoft SQL 
Server 

Analytics Integrated analytics via Apache Spark Analytic functions in Oracle 
RDBMS via SQL MapReduce. 

SSAS (SQL Server Analysis 
Services) 

Search Integrated search via Apache Solr  Handled via Oracle search (cost 
add-on). Tools in SSMS and Visual Studio 

Mixed workloads 
All handled in one cluster with built-in 
workload isolation; no workload competes 
for resources with another 

Handled via Oracle Exadata.  SQL Server: mixed workload 
support 

Data model Multi-model with support for wide-row, 
graph, and JSON Relational/tabular Relational/tabular 

Flexibility Flexible. Designed for structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured data Rigid; primarily structured data Rigid; primarily structured data 

Consistency 
Tunable consistency (CAP theorem 
consistency per operation – e.g. per insert, 
delete, etc.) across cluster via Paxos 
consensus protocol 

Traditional ACID Traditional ACID 

Transactions 
Can handle atomic, isolated, and durable 
transactions including batch transactions 
and “lightweight” transactions with 
Cassandra 2.0 and higher 

Traditional ACID Traditional ACID 

Security Full security support  Full security support Full security support 

Storage model 
Targeted directories with separation (e.g. 
puts some column families on SSDs, some 
on spinning disk) 

Tablespaces Tablespaces 
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Data compression Built in Native and third party Native and third party 

Memory usage model Distributed object/row caches across all 
nodes in a cluster 

Standard data/metadata caches 
with query cache 

Standard data/metadata caches 
with query cache 

Logical database 
container Keyspace Database Database 

Primary data object Column family/table Table Table 

Data variety  Structured, semi-structured, unstructured Structured Structured 

Indexes Primary, secondary. Extensible via Solr 
indexes B-Tree, bitmap, clustered, others Clustered, non-clustered, unique 

Core language CQL (Cassandra Query Language; 
resembles SQL) SQL SQL 

Logical database 
container Keyspace Database Database 

Primary data object Column family/table Table Table 

Data variety  Structured, semi-structured, unstructured Structured Structured 

Indexes Primary, secondary. Extensible via Solr 
indexes B-Tree, bitmap, clustered, others Clustered, non-clustered, unique 

Core language CQL (Cassandra Query Language; 
resembles SQL) SQL SQL 

Primary query utilities CQL shell SQL*Plus for Oracle; SQL 
Developer 

SQL Server Management Studio 
and Visual Studio 

Visual query tools DataStax Studio and 3rd party support 
(e.g. Aqua Data Studio) 

SQL Developer from Oracle with 
numerous 3rd party query tools.  

SSMS, Visual Studio, third party 
tools 

Development language 
support Many (e.g., Java, C#, Python) Many (e.g., Java, Python) Many (e.g., .Net, Java, Python) 

Geospatial support Done via Solr integration Geospatial option  SQL Server: included 

Logging (e.g., web, 
application) data support Handled via log4j Nothing built in for Oracle.  For SQL Server: transaction log 

Backup/recovery Online, point-in-time restore Online, point-in-time restore Online, point-in-time restore 

Enterprise 
management/monitoring 

Self-managed via DataStax OpsCenter. 
DataStax can manage the operations on 
your own infrastructure via Professional 
Services. DataStax also offers DataStax 
Enterprise as a managed service with 
DataStax Managed Cloud. 

Oracle Enterprise Manager SQL Server Management Studio 
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DataStax Enterprise offers advanced functionality designed to accelerate the ability to create intelligent and compelling cloud 
applications. Integrated within each node of DataStax Enterprise is powerful indexing, search, analytics, and graph functionality. 

The following table is designed to help architects understand, at a glance, the differences in capabilities and approach between 
DataStax Enterprise and the leading relational databases so you can decide if it’s the right fit for your cloud application initiatives. 
 

The Time to Switch is NOW 
Big data and analytics spending is expected to hit $187 billion by 2019. 

That’s an enormous amount of dough being dumped on data and it’s telling us one thing: that data is king and needs to be 
treated like royalty.  

This means giving your data with the most spacious and optimal digs possible: ie, a fast, scalable database that can handle 
today’s powerful cloud applications and meet the incredibly high demands of app users.  

Relational databases had their day and are still viable in some uses cases, but it’s becoming a clear and hard fact: the days 
of RDBMS are numbered and the age of the non-relational database has come.  

Click here to learn more about DataStax Enterprise and how it can help you with your increasingly complex data demands. 

DataStax Enterprise Graph Relational Databases 

Heavy data complexity Simple to moderate data complexity 
Hundreds of thousands to millions or even billions 
of potential relationships Hundreds of potential relationships 

Heavy to extreme JOIN operations required Moderate JOIN operations with good performance 

Constantly charging and evolving data model Infrequent to no data model changes 

Dynamic and constantly changing data Static to semi-static data changes 

Structured and unstructured data Primarily structured data 

Simple transactions Nested or complex transactions 

Tunable consistency (eventual to strong) Always strongly consistent 

High incoming data velocity (e.g. sensors) Moderate incoming data velocity 

Continuous availability (no downtime) High availability (handled with failover) 

Distributed application that is location independent (multiple 
locations involving multiple data centers and/or clouds) for write 
and read operations 

Centralized application that is location dependent 
(e.g. single location), especially for write operations 
and not just read 

Scale out for increased performance Scale up for increased performance 

http://www.cio.com/article/3074238/analytics/big-data-and-analytics-spending-to-hit-187-billion.html
https://www.datastax.com/products/datastax-enterprise

